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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A. Purpose of  Research 

In response to the research recommendation of the Dynamic Solvency 
Task Force, the Society of Actuaries commissioned Allan Brender of Wil- 
liam M. Mercer Limited and Donna Claire of Claire Thinking, Inc. to pre- 
pare papers to define certain topics and provide information on techniques 
currently available in support of the development of dynamic solvency test- 
ing (DST). 

Topics covered in this paper are: 
® Time frame for analysis 
e Scenario interpretations 
® Credibility and reliability 
, Confidence standards 
® Reliance guidance. 
The report also comments on what additional research may be needed. 

The primary audience for the Dynamic Solvency Testing Report is com- 
pany management. However, regulators currently receive reports based on 
a form of DST and will be il~erested in the more general reports. Both 
audiences are considered in this report. 

B. Situation Analysis 

The main purpose of DST is to obtain insight into a company's sensitivity 
to changes in experience and to discover situations that could cause financial 
difficulties for the company. It is a type of early warning test for manage- 
ment and the board of directors. 

The use of models and cash-flow projections is increasing rapidly within 
the actuarial, insurance, and financial communities. This is a worldwide 
phenomenon. Actuaries and others must begin developing a science of cash- 
flow modeling. Research will have to be undertaken on a wide front, in 
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many countries, and by many ~ndhd4uai researchers. We expect that forums 
to stimulate and . . . . .  ~: ~gu~ on this research, such as international conferences 
and journals, will emerge soon. The Society should consider participation 
in and sponsorship of" this intemationa! eft%ft. 

C. ©/zre~ 'v~domr .<L,o'<" ,,; iZc, J " yos'~ STesearck 

DST reports si~ould be cor~sistent v,/id-~ management and board of  direc- 
tors' intema] planning cyei< which in many companies is three to five years. 
However, risks beyond the <eporting period, should not ignored. Test pro- 
jections, partieub.riy for iong-term business, should be done mainly for the 
actuary's own information and reported when qualitative information indi- 
cates that trends emerging over a longer projection period are significant for 
the compan3/s i%~ture stabiiity. Year-by-year results should be examined 
through the prcjection period. 

We recommend the Society of Actuaries begfn research on new tech- 
niques to fnte~p:'et the large amount of numerical data resulting from multi- 
pie-scenario projections, especia]!y using graphics. 

2. Sc'eszav/o ]nteCp~'etaUo}~ 

Akhough solvency is a matter of  the company as a whole, management 
and the board of  directors usually wii! want to track results by line of  busi- 
ness or by d{visions. The actumT's DST repro!_ and the mode]ing software 
used shou!d accommodate the !evel of" projection analysis at whatever level 
is most helpful to the user. 

3. Cs 'ed ib i / iO;  ~,'nd ~?e/k:bi[L,~ 

Readers of" the actuar/s report must be confident that the results accu- 
rate!y represent the company's behavior. The value of  the DST study de- 
pends on the nature, variety and number o{" scenarios tested. 

The clqo!ce of  scenarios snoula n>~iude "ou::te~s, or rare events. We 
recommend the Society of  Actuaries compile "unlikely" scenarios that ac- 
tuaUy happened ~o help actuaries generate ideas for DST scenarios and show 
others the need {o consider extreme scenarios. 

Appropriate scenarios are usually selected detemqinistically, with the ac- 
turn T choosing scenarios thought to be relevant. Guidance for doing this can 
be found in the Society's zTivs~amic iWe<m,s~cia/Condition Arza/yxix Handbook, 
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which we recommend be updated periodically. Stochastic interest generators 
now in use probably are not appropriate for DST. We recommend the So- 
ciety research and educate actuaries on the development and proper use of 
various generators. A new paradigm for the development of interest scenar- 
ios is needed for use in DST. 

More research is needed into what key quantities most strongly influence 
the company's financial condition. 

4. Co~dence Standards' 

Some may expect that the result of a DST study is a statement about a 
company's future solvency, indicating the level of confidence with which 
the actuary holds that opinion. Given the current legal environment and the 
profession's current lack of technical tools in this area, actuaries should not 
offer an opinion on a company's continuing solvency if it is likely this 
opinion will be interpreted as a type of expert guarantee. It also is not 
consistent with current actuarial practice to express an opinion on the like- 
lihood that the assumptions used to project future experience will be 
realized. 

In Canada, the Canadian Institute of Actuaries (CIA) developed a standard 
of practice in which the Appointed Actuary making a favorable opinion 
states that the financial condition is "satisfactory." This makes a minimal 
statement without offering a guarantee of continuing solvency. 

We recommend the Society carry out an active research program to dis~ 
cover as much as possible about assigning likelihood or probability densities 
to various scenarios. We also recommend a call for papers on relating certain 
assumptions used in DST to economic conditions. 

5. Reliance Guidance 

In conducting the DST study, the actuary must relay on information 
gained through specialists during consultations. He or she should not accept 
that work without question, however, and should evaluate the quality of that 
input and be prepared to test alternative situations. The actuary must accept 
full professional responsibility for the DST report. 
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!1. 7"[M1£ FiZAi'vi~fi FOR ANALYSIS 

A. Prq/ectio;7 PeFiod 

The fnndamental issue discussed in this section is the appropriate number 
of years for a projection model i~r sensitivity testing purposes. The two 
aspects to this issc~e are: 
o The number of  years 5or >/hich a e.ompany model should be projected 

to obtain adequate in2ormation 
o The number of  years £~r whici~ projections should be reported in the 

aetuary's report  
The first number wi!l a]ways be at least as large as the second. However, 
sound reasons may e×is~ for tl~ese vak~es not to be equal. 

7. r}ze CTase j~)r a Shor~e.~" Projection7 Period 

In Canada, the standard of  practice on DST of  the CIA calls for a five- 
year projection period %r li~e insurers. Actuaries carry om projections for 
this period and report on restdts obtaitzed for the entire period. 

The CiA chose a five-year period i : o r  several reasons: 
(1) Management and other users of +,e . . . . . .  . ~ . . . . . .  actuaQ/s reports are comfortable 

with a period of  ftis length, because it is consistent with many com- 
panies' pianning horizons. Using a very iong period such as 25 years, 
coupled with infiationao' assumptions, could b ad  to financial state- 
ments containing signib.cant!y larger numbers toward the end of  the 
predection period khan current values. Readers may have difficuIV ac- 
cepting these numbers and wii] give less credibility to the report, even 
,; tn~),' uit~mate~v prove con'oct. 

(2) If  a company could be shown to be reiadveiv secure during this period, 
it would have enough dine to adapt to changing circumstances as they 
e v o l v e .  

(3) k allows tlse actua<v <o mode] ;rends in experience and in company 
reactions to these trends. 

The actuary ca%on needs input fi-om others in choosing projection as- 
sumptions and constructing models. For example, input may be needed from 
marketing specialists on s~ew b~siaess assumptions and from investmem 
managers on the economic erviromneni and investment policy. These in- 
dividuals may not be eomfor#~ab]e in choosing assumptions covering longer 
than five years. 
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A five-year period can also be justified in that the length of a product 
cycle (the period before major changes are made to a product) has shortened 
in the past few years. 

Some companies have a very short planning horizon, such as three years. 
This is particularly true for companies that are dynamic (for example, that 
very actively trade blocks of business). Also, some U.S. regulators have 
requested three-year plans from companies that are in rehabilitation or under 
supervision. 

The argument is that major problems should be recognizable in a three- 
year study, and corrections for these problems should take less than three 
years. It is questionable whether the effects of a developing problem and 
the results of a company correction can be adequately modeled over only 
three years. For some changes, such as a deterioration in mortality, it could 
easily take two or three years for the trend to be recognized as something 
other than randomly unfavorable experience. Calculating and implementing 
a new premium scale could take another year. More time is then needed to 
see the effects of this repricing on the company. A five-year period seems 
a better choice from this point of view. 

Certain products may become unprofitable in years beyond the projection 
period. This can be taken into consideration by setting the reserves at the 
end of the DST report's projection period at a level that provides for these 
negatives. This topic is explored further in this report's section on valuation 
assumptions. 

2. The Case for a Longer Projection Period 

Life insurance and annuity products usually are long term, and profita- 
bility patterns can vary over the product lifetime. A full understanding of 
these products and the possible risks they present to insurers might require 
projections to be carried out for 25 or 30 years. 

Examples of products with variable pa~:Lerns are: 
® Lapse supported products that are priced on the assumption of significant 

lapses over the first 20 years 
® Products that pay persistency bonuses after some period, such as 20 years 
® Products with enhanced settlement options after a number of years 
o Products with high dividend scales at later durations 
® Annuities containing long-term interest rate guarantees that are sensitive 

to earnings on the company's investment portfolio. 
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it is import:ant fbr the actuary to be aware of these long-ten~ risks and to 
communicate their significance to management and the board of directors. 
It may not be necessary to provide de~aiied numerical projections; a descrip- 
tive and qualitative repor~ n~ay be enough. Numerical projection results may 
not in themselves be seen by fi~e iayperson as believable. However, the 
actuary should be abie to spot the trends in the data and to interpret them 
for management. 

Therefore, it seems advisabie ti~at~ at ieast for certain crucial scenarios, 
projections be carried out over a longer projection period of 20-30 years. 
This period needs to be iong enough ~co test whether the products are un- 
profitable at any future inc. 

An exampte of the .ioint ~:se .of a five-year reporting period with a longer 
projection period is provided by Singapore, where DST is being imple- 
mented in i994. The n~emoranduP~, on DST issued by the Monetary Au- 
thorky of Singapore, the icon1 regaiator, suggesls that the actuary carry out 
projections for 30 years but only report on the first five-year projection 
period. 

3. Tlze iZoie o]' Yal~:~,~i:)z~ ~4xs;z~?~ozio:4x 

An impoKant £eature of the Canadian approach to DST is that the valu- 
ation assumptions used in the prqieci:ion are expected to change over time 
to be consistent with projeded experience emerging in the scenario. Policy 
reserves at the end of the £ve-year period efi%ctive!y ~ieck in" the deteri- 
oration in experience beyond ~he pr@ecdon period ~br the remaining lifetime 
of the poiicies in force. Because some provision is made in this way for 
unfavorab!e experience beyond the five-year projection period, the Canadian 
DST process does not usuai!y involve projections over the long term. The 
resuits of five-year prccjections that incorporate appropriate reserve changes 
are fairly easy to inteN~ret and communicate. Although computer time is 
saved because o£ the shocker projection period, the revaluation process itself 
requires additional programming and can consume significant computer 
resources. 

The essence off a cash-flow pr@ection is to determine all the various future 
cash flows that affect the company i~ a particular scenario. Once these cash 
flows are available, they can be used to prepare financial reports according 
to various sets of accounting ruies, including statutory and GAAP. 

~n the U.S.: va]uation assumptions tend to be fixed over time. If resuits 
of the DST study are reported by the actuary in terms of statuto W or GAAP 
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financial reporting, it will not be feasible to account for long-term trends by 
changing valuation assumptions at the end of five years, as is done in Can- 
ada. In this case, it is advisable to make use of  a longer projection period 
to more fully appreciate the effects of unfavorable long-term trends. Alter- 
natively, the actuary can report long-term projection results over a shorter 
three- to five-year reporting period by using Value Added Accounting (a 
source of information on Value Added Accounting is SOA Study Note 443- 
23-89, "Value Based Financial Management") with appropriate changes in 
valuation assumptions. It also would be desirable to provide an analysis of 
the change in reserves, showing what part of the change is due to a change 
in assumptions. 

4. Computing Considerations 

The amount of computer time required to carry out projections is a prac- 
tical issue. This assumes greater importance when multiple scenarios are 
projected. Increasing the length of  the projection period clearly increases 
computing time. However, in a well-designed program, this increase is usu- 
ally proportionally less than the increase in the length of the projection 
period. In many projection programs, the length of the projection period 
depends on the choice of a single parameter. Virtually no additional work 
is required of the user to run a longer projection. 

Computing time, in our experience, is not a very significant factor in 
choosing the projection period. With the increasing speeds of computer pro- 
cessors, computing time becomes less of a concern. 

Long projections will generate large amounts of output data. This in- 
creases data storage requirements (disk space). This may be an important 
practical consideration for some companies, particularly when many sce- 
narios are tested. 

Actuaries carrying out growing numbers of  projections will be faced with 
interpretation of the large amount of numerical data, which can be time- 
consuming and difficult. New techniques in the interpretation of this sort of 
data are needed. We suggest the Society of Actuaries initiate research on 
this topic and investigate graphical techniques in particular. 

5. Projection Period Conclusions 

The managemen~I of  many companies focus on an internal three- to five- 
year planning cycle. Since the primary focus of DST is on management and 
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the board  o f  directors, repo~s  prepared by actuaries should be consistent 
with the planning cycle. 

However~ the aetua%, should not ignore risks beyond  the reporting period. 
Test projections, particulaNy ..'br long- ten~ business, should be done mainly  
fcr  the actuarT'S own inlbrrnation. R is appropriate for tiae actuary to report  
qualitative in£ormation on tree, de that emerge over  a longer projection period 
and are significant For the c o m p a n y ' s  ~2~,ture stability. 

B. Z~tes'iT~ Solvency ~e~7~if'en~n~% ' 

,wl r ~.OS m l g  ~ne ~ocus o f  reserve adeq~mcy ...... has been to concentrate on end-of-  
period results. For  solvency,  interim resuks are a!so important. Year -by-year  
results should be examined thro~ghout  the pr@ection period. At  first glance, 
the actuary 5'm most  iHCe!,v cxanune trends in a few important  quantities 
such as: 
o Net ' - surp,ub 

,r~ R~"~ ratios o Risk-based capital ~K~b~ 
o Net income 
o Policy reserves 
o Total assets. 

i f  m a n y  scenarios are ~Droiected, :he actttary v~,m"" examine m a n y  inter- 
mediate results. T i i s  wiii, be uHnc~.u~,' ~o ~ and it is iikely_ the few quantities listed 
previously wiil be tracked 3.rs. ~ ' "~ ~ o ~ 2:eca~eQ examinat ion o~ r e su ! s  for particular 
lines o f  business wi!1 lead ~o examit~ation o f  many  other thne series relating 
to  profitability. 

Since DST is a : :what ~ ..... process, it is not necessary for the company  to 
always pass each scenario. One o~ ;:he purposes o f  DST is to discover 
situations thal can cause di£ficuky £or the company.  For  most  companies,  
scenarios can be£ound  ... . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  i "  " ~ "  ~ - ~o~ ,,,v~. ~cn ~_ne n~oject~o, ~esuLs are unfavorable.  These 
scenarios should be ~_:ested, and the resulting difficulty should be analyzed 
and understood,  nro\,iding valuable in~brmation to management .  

- S ' £ S  ~-~ " in this context, ~hncm~y may be defined m many  ways,  for example,  
falling below the 200% RBC rakio, insolvency o£ tlte company,  and certain 
lines becoming  unpro-fftable. 

The model  snou~ct' ~ ' be dynamic  and reflect actions likely to be taken if  the 
company  does experience ~ '~  ~ Act ions  rnay am~cu~% include such things as an 
in~%sion of capital ~ - o ~ro;n a parent, issue or new debt or equity, or reduction 
in the volume o~ £aure  new busii~ess, among  others. 
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III. SCENARIO INTERPRETATION 

A. Measures and Results Most Important in Analyzing Scenarios 

When considering its financial condition, a company's principal consid- 
eration is maintaining its license to do business. Therefore, statutory surplus 
and the RBC ratio will be of most interest. Net income is a leading indicator 
of patterns of changes in surplus and will also be of great interest. 

Management also will be interested in tracking the company's GAAP 
results, particularly net earnings. As mentioned previously, the results of  
cash-flow testing can be presented according to various accounting formats. 
The actuary should be prepared to present GAAP figures with market values. 
However, it is important to also present statutory figures, since company 
solvency usually is judged according to the state of the statutory balance 
sheet. 

If the DST study is carried out using sophisticated cash-flow modeling 
software, any figure contained in the annual financial statements will be 
available for examination. These can be used to pinpoint particular sources 
of difficulty that emerge in the various projections. It is desirable to use 
such software and to have this facility to examine projection results on as 
detailed a level as possible. 

In examining multiple scenarios involving changes in the same factor, 
such as variations in interest rates or in mortality, the actuary should con- 
centrate more on ~he variability of resut~s than on the mean values. The 
main purpose of DST is to obtain insight into a company's sensitivity to 
changes in experience. Sensitivity is best measured by variability of the 
projected results. A projection of  the company's business plan is probably 
the best basis against which results of other scenarios can be compared. 

If an appropriate stochastic generator is available for use in choosing 
multiple scenarios of variations in a singte factor, such as interest rates, a 
very large number of numerical results will be generated. It will be very 
difficult to examine these individually. A graphical presentation of  a single 
time series, say net surplus, for all scenarios tested may be of great help in 
understanding the results. This technique is very well illustrated in the recent 
book Practical Risk Theory for Actuaries by C.D. Daykin, T. Pentikainen, 
and M. Pesonen, published by Chapman & Hall in 1994. 
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B. Le,~,e! oj'Aggt'egc!tio;z 

In analyzing results of  prqiecdons, it is natural to ask whether the em- 
phasis should be placed on the results of  the entire company or of  divisions 
of  the company. Solvency is a matter for the company as a whole, since a 
company cannot i'a_ii in parle. Therefore, the corporate view will be the 
primary ~ocus of  interest. 

Management  and the board of  directors, however, will want to track re- 
sults by !ine of  business or by divisions as specified in an internal financial 
reporting system.. The ibrm this system ~:akes will vary from company to 
company. Therefore, no geueral ru!e can be given~ otlner than ~o perform the 
analysis of  pr@ections at whatever ievel is :most help~M to the ultimate user 
of  ~l~e DST study results. 

This suggests that modeling sol[ware used For pr@ections should be flex- 
ible enough to analyze various ieveis of  the company and according to 
various financial reporting structures, including statutory, GAAP, a n d  

intemat. 
One consideration i:hat arises when the company is divided in divisions 

is ~he matter of  negative cash flows in cereain iines of  b u s i n e s s .  In periods 
when a line of  iousiness has negadve cash flow, the model should allow the 
line to bon'ow (at cun'ent interest rates) internai!y from corporate surplus or 
o~her lines off business or externally ~rom the bank, or to sell assets to raise 
the necessai~y cash. Similar provision must be made when the company as 
a wno:e has negative cas~ fiows. 

I~ an insurer has ~ 9~ ~":~-v . . ~.~,s~u~o~ corninanies within ~ts hnes of  b u s i n e s s ,  DST 
should be done separate!y :'or ~.ach company. Each subsidiary, as a legal 
entity, must stand on its own and meet its own soivency requirements. This 
applies to subsidiaries that are insurance companies and those that are other 
types of financial institutions. 

Similarly, if  the company :,n question is a subsidiary of  a larger corpo- 
ration, it usuaI!y is necessary to consider the company on a s t a n d - a l o n e  b a s i s  

for purposes of  DST, because usua1!y there is no automatic recourse to the 
parent i f  the company fails. The parent may intend to suppo:~; the subsidiary 
under most or all circumstances. Considering the subsidiary as a stand alone 
will provide the parent with :=nibrmation on the size of  future capital infu- 
sions into the subsidiary that could be required. 
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C. Sources of  Outside Capital 

Management may have contingent plans to raise additional capital if the 
company's fortunes deteriorate. If the actuary has confidence in these plans, 
it would be appropriate to incorporate them into the projections. However, 
the actuary also should recognize the possible delays in implementing this 
strategy. The expected source of this capital, be it a private investor or the 
capital markets, may be unwilling or unable to provide some or all the 
capital when it is needed. For example, it may be easier to raise more capital 
to support a large volume of new business than if the company is perceived 
by the financial markets as being in serious financial difficulty because of a 
deterioration in asset values. These possibilities should be tested as alter- 
native scenarios. 

If  the additional capital is in the form of debt, the cost of supporting that 
debt should be taken into account. Note that this cost can be expected to 
increase as the company's financial situation worsens. 

In the case of a mutual company, it may not be possible to raise additional 
capital. The acceptability of surplus notes or other forms of subordinated 
debt as capital will vary by jurisdiction. The only recourse may be to de- 
mutualize in order to raise equity capital.. If the actuary chooses to model 
this possibility, it is important to take into consideration the complexity of 
this process, the long period before it can be effected, and the expense of 
the process. 

A contingent plan may involve the sale of assets, or of blocks of in-force 
business, if financial difficulty occurs. If the actuary wishes to incorporate 
this strategy in the projections, it is important to account for these assets' 
degree of marketability and liquidity and to be realistic about their value in 
what might be a fire-sale situation. Moreover, projections should extend 
several years beyond the point of sale to understand the effects of the sale 
itself. 

IV. CREDIBILITY AND RELIABILITY 

A. Confidence in the Model 

If readers of the actuary's report are to accept the results of the DST 
study, they must be confident that the results presented are truly represen- 
tative of the company's behavior. Although readers know that the study is 
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based on projections using a simulation model of  the company, they must 
believe the model used accurately reflects the company. 

Three aspects enter into the question of  accuracy of  the model: the be- 
ginning position, the dynamic behavior of  the model, and assumptions made 
For expected fhture experience, as described below. 

Projections wi!i begin fi'om the company 's  position at a particular time, 
usually tlne end of  a business ],'ear. ~ompansons should be made between 
initial summary data in the model ~nc'~ ~ .... ,.~.~ company 's  financial position as 
indicated in its financial statements prepared at the beginning projection date. 

~ 7  " ' ~ " ~ ~ n  ~ '~  o r  Some mens,_re ~., a ...... ~,,~ ~,~ a tolerance for error must be used, much 
as one chooses a standard of materiaiity when doing financial reporting. It 
is rare that a model will agree . . . .  ~-~" ,~orap~e.~y with the actual figures; some 
deviation is to h~ expected. ,One can reduce this modeling error by enlarging 
and renm% the moc~ei, adding more data points or cells. The effort to im- 
prove accuracy in msjo~ figures fiom, for example, a 1% error to a 74% error 
i " n a v  b e  - ; a ~ -  ~ D- eons.,u~.~ao~. A trade-off between accuracy and cost clearly exists. 
Becat~se the purpose of  DST is to test the company 's  sensitivities, it may 
be acceptable for the -~ . . . . .  ~,:oQ.e~ to not :uhy agree with the company 's  financial 
statements if the mode1 reacts to changing situations in the same way as the 
actual company would. 

T h e  o e +  . . . .  " " " . . . . .  u~:,4, should unc~erstand how the so~-eware operates, what the as- 
sumptions '-" - " " _ _ ~.or timing of  ~ , : , ~  ......... are, and the order in which events are proc- 
essed. Probably the best test of  rise pr~ection capabilities is to construct the 
model based on an earlier ve~<s~ __ ~p~s~,~o.~" ;*; n and to project from that point to 
the ~nuo A of  the most rece~rL eomi~ieted fiscal year. Projected results can then 
b e  ~, " ~ c~mparea to the infest armua! statement to measure the model 's  accuracy. 
Usualty, results wiii be con.~pared at detailed product or line-of-business 
levels. These comparisons may indicate where adjustments are needed in 
the model. 

The company should have ~-:ecent experience studies of  all important fac- 
tors, including rnoi~aiity, morbidi% lapse, expense, credit risk, mortgage 
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prepayment, and 'bond call risk. It should base assumptions for the base 
scenario on these factors, unless a valid reason exists to expect change in 
experience levels. If the company does not have highly credible experience 
on which to base assumptions, intercompany experience studies published 
by the Society of Actuaries and other organizations usually will be used. 
Because of increased uncertainty about future experience levels, testing must 
include a wider variety of scenarios reflecting possible variations in that 
experience. 

B. Selection of Scenarios 

The value to be derived from a DST study of an insurance company will 
depend on the nature, variety, and number of scenarios tested. The choice 
of scenarios is clearly one of the most important components of a study's 
design. However, *his choice can be complicated and requires a great deal 
of consideration. 

When considering the choice of scenarios, the actuary should keep in 
mind that DST is more of a "stress test" than an exercise in prediction. Its 
primary purpose is to examine the company's financial resiliency. 

Some of the scenarios to be tested will be quite different from the actu- 
ary's expectations of future experience. In a statistical sense, these scenarios 
will be "outliers." Because these scenarios seem to be extreme and unlikely 
to occur, the temptation exists to dismiss them or the results generated from 
them. They may lack credibility. Still, the actual2¢ should understand the role 
played by these scenarios and should be prepared to explain their importance 
as part of the DST report. 

In the language of probability theory, rare events or outliers are not likeIy 
to occur or do not occur often. However:, they do occur occasionally. For 
example, in 1975, a scenario projecting interest rates rising to 20% or higher 
and then receding over the next 10 years would have been regarded as most 
unlikely. Many today would dismiss this scenario as not credible, but this 
scenario actually was realized. 

Actuaries would benefit from a compilation of "unlikely" scenarios that 
actually happened. This would stimulate their imaginations, help them gen- 
erate DST scenarios, and would show others the need for consideration of 
extreme scenarios. We suggest the Society of Actuaries undertake this 
project. 

Scenarios can be selected in several ways. 
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A deterministic approach is the most obvious method. The actuary 
chooses those scenarios &ought to be relevant. Because the important '%ut- 
lier" scenarios are not likeiv, to e~er{,ec [rom a stochastic scenario-generating 
process, a strong case for ~;si~g sos-~e deterministic scenarios can be made. 
The actuary may aiso be aware of  certain sensitivities in the company that 
should be examined, so appropria::e scenarios would be selected deterministi- 
caity. 

Deten'ninistic . . . .  ~'~, ~ " . . . .  ~{:e~:~ck, are e:saoi.~as~zec~ ~r~ tlne selection of  scenarios in the 
Canadian DST process. Besides those co:<siderations mentioned previously, 
a perception exists that appropriate a!iernadve me@ods for scenario selection 
are not developed weii enough yet. 

Actuaries need some guidance in sS.ecting scenarios on a deterministic 
basis. Some wili be provided in the Society's ~2<~a~ic 7i~ancial  Condition 
/!na/,/s'is Hc~ndboo!<. We suggest the handbook be updated periodically as 
new insights develop and as the pro£ession deveiops more experience in this 
field. 

Many in the actuarial community be]love that some scenarios, pa~icularly 
those dealing with varJaLioRs in interest rates, shoukt be generated stochas- 
tically, in the U.S., stochastic interest generators have been used for reserve 
testing; it is na-;ural to think they could be used in the same way £or DST. 
We urge caution. 

Most stochastic i~T~eres.: ge,~erators !%und its the actuarial and financial 
economics iiterature have been developed For pricing financial instruments. 
This has two consequences :6or DST: 
o Too liftle er~o~asix o~ ,/i~2,,re vol~tTliOz T<n n:tany models, it is up to the 

modeler to seiect volatiiky parameters. This may be appropriate for pric- 
ing and rose,we testittg but may not extend to DST. Since, as has been 
noted before, the emphasis in DST is on a wide range of  scenarios, 
generators should have high volatility. We beiieve many generators now 
used may :lot be appropriate for :his i;urpose. 

c DoGs ;~o~ prods~,ce c~ . f i t! /yield c;~r,/e./br ec~cfl .~i~a~re tittle #~terval. Many 
of  these rn_odeis generals spot raies £or each Pdture time period; they can 
then produce yield curves in s~?f%ct at time zero. However, few of  these 
generators produce a complete yie!d curve at each l%ture time; a com- 
plete DST stu@ usualiy would require a £ull yield curve for each Nture 
time inten,'a!. Generators fi-~at produce R@ yield curves at Nture times 
require much skiil in fitting the apg.~ropriate parameters, i f  actuaries are 
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to use these generators, they will have to exercise great care in selecting 
the appropriate model and great skill in fitting the parameters, so a proper 
variety of scenarios that sufficiently test the insurance company's con- 
dition is produced. We see a need for research on the development and 
proper use of various generators and an extensive educational effort in 
this area by the Society of Actuaries° 

A change in interest rates usually is accompanied by changes in other 
economic variables and in other variables affecting life insurance company 
operations. For example, much of the cash-flow testing done on interest- 
sensitive products has used lapse rates tlhat depend on the level of interest 
rates. The scenarios tested mostly have involved rather ad hoc relationships 
between interest rates and lapses. For a scenario to be coherent, variables 
related to interest rates should change when interest rates vary. 

We are not aware of any systematic study of these relationships. We 
recognize that the strength of these relationships will vary over time and 
from company to company. Still, we believe there is room for research in 
this area. The Society now has a project of this type, Actuarial Modeling I, 
under way. 

We also suggest the Wilkie model be reviewed (a copy is available from 
the SOA library), and other models in use in the United Kingdom or else- 
where, for possible application to the U.S. and Canadian situations. The 
Wilkie model generates a number of economic variables in a coherent 
manner. 

While the stochastic approach is attractive, it does not explain fully the 
movement of interest rates and other important economic variables. Nonsto- 
chastic changes in these variables often result from political events, actions 
by governments, and actions by central banks. 

A new paradigm for the development of interest scenarios for use in DST 
is needed, and much research needs to be done here. A possible approach 
is through chaos theory. Many others may exist. The SOA Actuarial Mod- 
eling II research project will study this question. We support this move but 
caution that this is a very large research area. This project is likely to be 
only the first step in this direction. 

Much work remains to be done on the selection of appropriate scenarios 
involving important insurance variables other than interest rates. For ex- 
ample, in gross premium valuations of traditional life insurance products as 
well as interest-sensitive products, a provision for adverse deviations in the 
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policy lapse assumption will be positive at times and negative at others. At 
which durations the changes in sign should occur often is not clear. 

The real risks in policy iapses arc not obvious. There is not much pro- 
fessional literature on this question:. We suggest the Society of  Actuaries 
conduct research that would guide actuaries on the appropriate testing of  
policy lapse experience in DS7 studies. Some work is under way. For ex- 
ample, the interest-Sezsi~ive Cash-7!ow Research project studied lapse rates 
for singie-premi,um deferred annuities (SI~DAs) and has started a similar 
study for universal life. One problem with these studies is that they cover 
only the years i985- i990 ,  during which interest rates gradually tended 
down. So the relationship between lapses and credited versus actual interest 
rates could not be established. We believe the same consideration should be 
given to all other impo~-~ant policy variables. 

Regardless of  how a set o£ scenarios is selected, the set of  scenarios should 
consider ali significant sources o£ risk, individually and in combination as 
appropriate. Scenarios incorporating the impact of  a combination of  risks 
should be included, because the impact implied by such scenarios may be 
much different than the combined impact implied by the use of  scenarios 
treating each risk separateiv. 

C. 7{©/,~i/feossir~x 

The volume o£ data produced by cash-flow testing under a variety of  
scenarios can be very large. This makes inteoret ing results difficu!t. Actu- 
aries and others in these cases oflen ~ccus on a few key values such as: 
o Net income 
o Total surolus 
o The RBC ratio of  available to required surplus 
o Other ratios used by regulators (ibr e×ampie, the NAiC's  IRiS system) 

or the rating agencies. 
Much analysis of  companies is based on studies of-trends over time in these 
key values. 

ConPronted with large volumes of  data, actuaries could benefit from guid- 
ance on which key quantities are most sensitive to the company's  financial 
condition and deserve their greatest attention. Little information seems to be 
published in this area. 

The Society has sponsored soKqe research directed to determining lead- 
ing indicators of  insurance company financial difficulty and on methods of  
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company analysis based on the results of cash-flow projections. This was 
in the Ph.D. thesis completed by SOA Ph.D. grant recipient, James Carson, 
titled "Identifying Life Insurance Financial Distress: Parametric and 
Nonparametric Classification Models and Empirical Evidence." However, 
more work can be done in this area. 

V. CONFIDENCE STANDARDS 

A. T, Se Relevance o f  Confidence Standards in DST 

DST is more a matter of probing for a company's possible weaknesses 
(and strengths) than a procedure for assigning a probability of ruin. It is best 
viewed as a type of early warning test directed primarily to company man- 
agement and the board of directors. Regulators also will be interested in the 
actuary's DST report. In Canada, DST is a major component of the actuary's 
financial condition report. 

Any opinions expressed by the actuary are, at best, qualitative and do not 
offer numerical levels of confidence. It is, however, appropriate for the ac- 
tuary to describe the extent of the testing upon which any conclusions of- 
fered in the report are based. 

It has been suggested that the development of DST involves the choice 
of a confidence standard. The notion of a confidence standard usually arises 
in connection with the making of an estimate. Since an estimate is, by its 
very nature, not an exact but an approximate value, it is appropriate to 
indicate the degree of confidence the estimator has that the estimate is close 
to the true value. Confidence is usually expressed as a number between zero 
and one or as a percentage. Often, the situation may be too imprecise to 
specify an exact numerical confidence level. The estimator will then express 
his or her degree of confidence in qualitative terms. 

Actuarial groups have discussed the proper confidence standard to apply 
to various actuarial models. For example, the Actuarial Standards Board 
defines "reserve adequacy" as a level of reserves " . .o  adequate to cover 
obligations under moderately adverse conditions . . . .  " Society of Actuary 
meeting transcripts published in the Record and proceedings of Valuation 
Actuary Symposia indicate many actuaries would prefer a numerical confi- 
dence standard. Often, it is asserted that reserves should hold up at least x 
(for example, 80) percent of the time. Presumably, what is meant is that the 
probability that the present value of benefits less premiums exceeds the 
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• ,.~ + s +~ ~ I I C .. I oalouiated rese>,'e ~s ~o more ~nan ~-v.u~.:c <~o~ exampm, 020). The prob- 

ability in question would be drawn, in the case of  net level reserves, fronn 
the joint probability distribution of  the vab, ation interest rate and the insu- 
rod's remaining i'uture lifetime. ]f gross premium reserves were used, the 
distribution would be a join: distribution of  these variables together with, 
for example, lapse rates, e×pense rates, m× rates, and morbidity rates. 

However, the relationships between these variables are complex and not 
completely understood. Tho distributions in quesfion are not generally 
known, and some may be unknowable. 

Much research needs to be done in this area. Some research, such as the 
Society of  Actuaries Actaaria] >iodeiing i and. ~! projects, is under way or 
abom ~o begin. Actuarial Modeling wi!1 deve]op sets of  econometric series 
that are relevant to the financiai solidity of  insuramce companies. Actuarial 
Modeiing ~i is more eonceptu£. Tsis pr,cject wil] attempt to develop key 
factors to be :~sed in constructh:g modeis of  insurance companies to project 
financia! resuks. It is not yet known which variables will be able to be 
quantified, which may be reduced to a 2crmu!a based on economic condi- 
tions, and which may not able to be defined within a confidence standard. 
The Actuarial Modeling :i prqiect has just begun, and it is not expected to 
provide useful information ibr severa] years. 

Actuaries are t~ot yet h: a position to make quantitative confidence state- 
merits. To the layperson, an expe't, such as at~ actuaT, offering a numerical 
confidence statement oI~ten imp]ies a high degree of  technical precision and 
exaemess. Given the current state of  the profession's knowledge, it is not 
appropriate for actuaries to make such statements. 

Some acma'ies, sorne meWoers of  insurance company managernent, 
boards of  directors, and insurance reguiatory agencies might expect the result 
of  a DST study to be a statement about a company's  future solvency. An 
opinion that a company is likely !.o remain solvent should indicate the con- 
fidence with which that opinion is held. [~owever, the purpose of  the DST 
exercise is not  necessarily to g ,'e suci~ an opinion. 

Should an actuary offer an opinion on an insurer's continuing solvency 
if it is likely this opinion will be interpreted as a type of  expert guarantee? 
The actuao ~ can never be sure, in doing a DST study, that all possible 
scenarios o~ mmre experience have been investigated and all possible future 
outcomes for the company have been considered. In general, for any com- 
pany, scenarios could be constructed that would drive the company into 
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insolvency. Even with a qualification that the actuary's confidence level in 
making that statement was less than 100%, those who choose to rely on that 
statement may not properly recognize the qualification. Given the legal en- 
vironment in professional liability in the U.S., it may not be advisable for 
actuaries to offer this type of opinion, even for the strongest companies. 

Another way in which the notion of confidence levels can be associated 
with DST is with the assumptions used by the actuary in projecting the 
company's future experience. The actuary might express an opinion on the 
likelihood that the assumptions will be realized. This would not be consistent 
with current actuarial practice, for the following reasons. 

Most actuaries would regard a "best guess" set of assumptions as being 
an estimate of the mean or expected value drawn from the distribution of 
all possible sets o:~ rates that might be experienced in the future. They also 
would recognize that the actual rates to be experienced, being one sample 
point or realization of the general situation, will not exactly match the ex- 
pected value; actual experience will be the expected value plus a random 
deviation. Therefore, it makes little sense to offer an opinion on whether the 
"best guess" will be realized. 

Logically, if a likelihood or probability density could be assigned to each 
set of assumptions, we would know the distribution of all possible future 
outcomes for the company. Assigning such densities to various scenarios 
implies knowledge that is not now available, and we should not suggest it 
is. However, as a profession we should carry out an active research program 
to discover as much of this knowledge as possible. Some of this work is 
being undertaken by the Actuarial Modeling I and II projects. 

This work also may benefit from a call for papers on relating certain 
assumptions used in DST to economic conditions. Such variables could in- 
clude lapse, mortality, morbidity, retirement, and premium continuance 
rates; mortgage prepayments, bond calls; real estate valuations; and 
commercial mortgage defaults. 

Most importantly, DST involves sensitivity testing of a "what if" nature. 
The actuary will carry out projections based on scenarios or sets of as- 
sumptions that he or she may not believe are likely to occur. It is the nature 
of DST to use assumptions that are not likely but should be tested. It would 
be misleading to weigh the results of a particular scenario by the likelihood 
the scenario will be realized. The objective of DST is to test a company's 
ability to survive adversity, not to calculate its expected loss. 
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It is interesting to speculate on how an opinion based on a DST study 
could be formulated if the distribution of future experience were known. It 
might then be appropriate i~r the actuary to state, for example, that the 
company is likely to remain solvent if  experience differs from the mean by 
no more than one standard deviation. Unfbrmnateiy, we believe that research 
and development wii] take a b n g  time, and actuaries will not have the "tools 
necessary to make such a statement for many years, tt is possible "the full 
distribution of  ~2tture experience is unknowable and that the profession will 
never be in a position to :make a probability statement of  this sort. 

B. Caveaf~s 

A DST stu@ will invoh,~e many and varied sets of  assumptions. The variety 
of  scenarios tested can be confusing to the reader of the actuary's report. 

it is important that the report clearly state the propose of  the study and 
describe the manner in whiek it is carried out. The report should clearly 
identify its intended audience, usuaity management, directors, and regula- 
tors. Because the scenarios are speculative, it is important to stress "the con- 
fidential nature of the roper:. 

The report must be carefully worded and contain the proper caveats so 
the reader will not be misled. The reader should understand that the scenarios 
tested are not intended to be predictions. The emphasis is on variability of  
the company's  results and not on their expected values. The dependence of  
the results on the many asstmnptions involved shou!d be made clear. It 
should be emphasized that the assumptions made in the various scenarios 
are not intended as predictions of the company's ~%tture experience, but are 
used to test the company's sensitivities. 

C Co~]i"de~ce Smi~&#'ds i~ Oiher P~'@sxio~x 

We were asked to consider who:her other processions use confidence stan- 
dards in similar situations. We could not find any examples of  the significant 
use of  confidence ]evels = '  members o-~" ~3, _ other professions when offering 
professional opinions. 

Physicians often are asked to give opinions on survivat or on the effect- 
iveness of  a course of  treatment, in general, they will respond by citing 
experience in clinical trials, but ahvays stressing the unpredictability of  in- 
dividual cases. Guarantees or confidence statements usually are not offered 
and often are not expected by ~heir patients. 
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Auditors usually do not offer an opinion on the financial condition of  a 
company. Rather, they certify that the financial statements prepared by man- 
agement are in accordance with professional accounting standards. Estimates 
of  the financial condition are not made, and so the issue of  confidence stan- 
dards does not arise. 

We recognize that some professionals are required at times to offer nu- 
merical estimates. For example, petroleum engineers often are asked to es- 
timate oil reserves. These numerical estimates may can T with them 
confidence statements based on standard professional techniques. 

We are not aware of  any situation in another profession similar to DST, 
involving future financial condition or chance of  survival, which would in- 
volve a numerical estimate with an associated confidence statement. Our 
profession's situation is different from that of  the physician. We do not have 
a collection of  repeatable independent clinical trials on "which we can base 
a statistical inference. Our situation is also different fcom the petroleum 
engineer whose estimates are based on experience o f  a physical phenomenon 
not subject to change because of  human decisions and economic factors, as 
are insurance companies. We believe the actuarial profession has no valid 
precedents to follow that would oblige it to include confidence statements 
in DST reports, given the current state of  our art. 

D. Qualitative Statements 

Qualitative descriptions relating to confidence levels arise in several sit- 
uations with DST. Most common is the notion of  the "best guess" scenario, 
or the business plan scenario. This scenario, or set of  assumptions, often 
serves as the base scenario against which all others are measured. The use 
of  the "best guess" terminology conveys the notion o f  a mean or expected 
value. As long as this is understood to include the possibility o f  deviation 
from the best guess, the term is common within the insurance industry and 
quite acceptable. The general usage of  this term does not seem to require a 
numerical quantification o f  likelihood or confidence. 

A more interesting and difficult situation arises when the requirement to 
carry out periodic DST studies is imposed by means external to the profes- 
sion, for example, by legislation or regulation. I f  the requirement is public, 
though it is understood that the report itself is confidential, the actuary may 
have to state publicly that the requirement has been met. This is the position 
taken by the CiA. 
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In Canada, DST was origznaiiy deve]oped by ~he CIA, and members were 
reqnired by a C~A standard of practice to carry out annual DST studies. 
Subsequentiy, iegisiation gave ~he Superintendent of  Financial Institutions 
the power to require Appointed Actuaries to prepare financial condition re- 
ports. The Superintendent has now required ~hese reports, based on the an- 
nuai DST studies. The CJ!A 1:as taken the position that because financial 
condition repor~:s are now required by !egislation and regulation, the actuary 
must publiciy recognize this obligation. 

According to the CiA's standard of prac~.ice °°The Appointed Actuary's 
Report for !nsurance Company Published Financial Statements," beginning 
with !995 statements the opi~ion oi" the Appointed Actuary in the published 
financial statements of an insurance company in Ca~~ada will, in the case of  
a favorable opinion_, contain ~:he ~%i!owing wording: ~L.. and I have ex- 
amined the company's fina~cial condition . . .  a~.d the ~Snancia] condition is 
satisfactory." in the case of  qua!ified opinions, professional standards sug- 
gest possible alte~qqative wording [or the opinion, according to the 
c i r c u m s t a n c e s .  

The statement that the finaneiai condition is ~satisfacto~7" was believed 
to be a minima1 statenqe~?t tha;: could be made without offering what could 
appear to ~he iayperson to be a guarantee of continuing solvency. Because 
the requirement to deiiver the repoin is spelled out in punic  government 
documents, the C~A betieved ti~e ac~:uaz7 must make some type of  comment. 
With many actuaries i-~aving co sign this modified opinion in less than two 
years' time, parts of the Canadials profession became increasingly uncom- 
fortable. So that actuaries, especiai!y ~croperty and casualV actuaries, might 
have more time to prepare for this new role, the requirement to publicly 
opine on the company's financial condition has been deferred by the CIA 
for two years untii i997. 

A!though details of  the DSL- report are confidential and the profession 
may not believe it is appropriate to make statements that embody level-of- 
confidence statements, situations exis~ in which some form of  qualitative 
statement cannot be avoided, both in Canada and in the U.S. The difficult 
task is to find wording that :neets the requirements but does not offer greater 
confidence or security than the actuary ea~n actually deliver. [t remains to be 
seen whether the current Canadian wording ~dlly meets the need. 
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VI. RELIANCE GUIDANCE 

DST requires the actuary* to examine all significant factors that might 
influence an insurer's future financial condition. This is usually done by 
means of a projection model that incorporates all material aspects of the 
company's operations. These include pricing, marketing and sales, invest- 
ments, and administration, in most companies, each of these areas will be 
the responsibility of specialists. The actuary usually has general knowledge 
of most topics but is not an expert. Thus., the actuary will have to make use 
of the knowledge and experience of the specialists. 

The actuary's preparation for a DST study will usually involve consul- 
tations with leading specialists in all parts of the company. In many com- 
panies, these consultations are helpful to the company's operations, as 
various areas become more aware of the effect of their actions on the com- 
pany's fortunes. The need for consistency in operations between different 
areas often will be reinforced by the consultation process. 

In conducting the DST study, the actuary will rely implicitly on the in- 
formation gained from specialists during the consultations. The issue that 
must be decided is the extent to which this is formal reliance implying a 
certain sharing of professional responsibility. 

Consider, as an example, the actuary's reliance on information system 
specialists to provide accurate data on current business in force and assets 
held by the company. The same issues arise in the traditional calculation of 
policy reserves. In valuation, the actuary often will rely on the basic policy 
files maintained by information systems specialists. However, professional 
actuarial standards require the actuary to be satisfied that systems are in 
place to verify the accuracy of the data. ]In some cases, the actuary may rely 
on the auditor to verify the accuracy of the data. This usually requires a 
formal agreement between the actuarial and accounting professions on the 
reliance on other professionals' work. Such an agreement is in effect in 
Canada now. Ultimately, the actuary has the responsibility, unless otherwise 
provided for in professional standards of practice, to be satisfied that the 
data used in the valuation of policy liabilities is accurate. We suggest a 
similar responsibility should exist in DST. 

It was once common for the actuary to rely on the investment officer for 
assumptions about future interest rates and the company's investment policy. 
Now the profession expects actuaries, especially Valuation and Appointed 

*The actuary responsible for valuation; one or more of the specialists could also be actuaries. 
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Actuaries, to be conversant with these subjects. This is because of  recent 
developments within the act~tarial proi%ssion, including the introduction of 

~ o F m a t l o n  .c ~ r o  cash-~ow testing, the ~ ~ " o~ ~--~,-~ (the investment and finance section 
of the international /LctuarJa] Association), and the expansion of actuarial 
education in financiai economics and investments. 

Certainly, the actuary will consult with the company's economic and in- 
vestment officers when planning a DST study. It would be impossible for 
the actua~ 7 to .0Jlly understand the company's investment operations without 
these consultations. !n dcveioping aitemative scenarios for testing, the ac- 
tuary will usually ask investmei:t officers how they would react to particular 
changes in the external envh:onment or in the company's circumstances. 
Their answers usually will be inco~Tporated in the scenarios to be tested, tn 
this sense, the actuary is relying heavily on the investment specialists. 

However, the actuary's task does not end with the use of  scenarios, or 
components of" scenarios, suggested by the investment specialists. DST is 
"what i f"  testing. The actuary should test the effects if investment strategies 
and assumptions suggested by the specialists are not as expected. The ac- 
mar),' will be aware of the past performance of the cornpany's investment 
specialists and should be able to judge whether this performance is consistent 
with the changes assumed in the alternative scenarios. If  the actuary has 
concerns about how the company's investment department might react, or 
fail to react, in a particular situation, then what the actuary fears might 
actually take place also should be modeled. The actuary also should be 
aware of special circumstances., such as the structure of the cur:rent invest- 
ment port~oiio o: ~ fo1"ward financial commitments, which may inhibit the 
company from implementing changes in the po~lfolio as required by circum- 
stances. These inhibitions should be reflected in alternative scenarios. 

in shoil, the actuary should test not only the investrnent strategies and 
assumptions suggested by the specialists but also other plausible deviations. 
in doing this: the actuary is not "second-guessing" the investment special- 
ists, but is studying the possible e~'itects on the company if  the assumptions 
of the specialists are not realized. This is impor~ant information for those 
charged with saf'eguarding the insurer's financial condition. 

"~ ~1. t_ ~t is the actuary~s responsm~ 1~) to look beyond the assistance obtained 
from the specialists. ~he ultimate pm%ssional responsibility rests with the 
actuary. Although the input of the investment specialists is crucial to the 
success of the DS~" stud)', the aetua~-y must evaluate the quality of that input 
and be prepared to test alternative situations. Though the actuary makes use 
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of and depends upon the work of  other specialists, he or she should not 
accept that work without question. 

We suggest this position should be the same for information supplied by 
all other specialists within the company, including the input of  senior man- 
agement on strategic corporate plans. This input is crucial for the construc- 
tion of  scenarios to be tested by the actuary. However, it is possible much 
of this input, assumptions really, will not be realized. This is particularly 
important if the assumptions differ greatly from recent company experience; 
special attention should be given to this situation. It is the actuary's ultimate 
responsibility to assess the risks to the company if future experience should 
deviate from that assumed by the specialists. The "what if" nature of DST 
requires the actuary to examine alternatives and to accept full professional 
responsibility for the DST report. 

In Canada, for purposes of signing an Appointed Actuary's report, there 
is an important distinction made between "reliance" and "use." "Reli- 
ance" relates to the situation in which the actuary may have some expertise 
in the area but is using someone else's work. "Use" relates to the situation 
in which the actuary is not a specialist in the area to which the information 
relates and accepts the information that is given by such a specialist, subject 
to the actuary's general satisfaction that the information is reasonable. 

The question of  reliance on others is more a matter of  professional stan- 
dards of  practice than an objective scientific question susceptible to research. 
We do not believe it is appropriate to suggest areas of research on this 
question. 
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